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The winter holiday season is quickly approaching, even though winter hasn't officially begun.   Many holidays around 
the world are celebrated at the time when the amount of daily sunshine we have it at its lowest.   Some of the holidays 
evolved because of this reason  ---as a reaction to increasing darkness,  a need to celebrate light or hold on to the light 
we have.

Its a busy time of year.   Special plans sometimes take over regular music classes, or interrupt the ones on the schedule.    
Teachers often have their own  favourite music to use.  For this reason the lessons from here until the end of this 
semester are based on practising and embedding musical elements and literacy that have already been introduced.  
This means that you can look ahead and choose the lesson ideas that work best in your school.   The lessons are NOT 
sequential except in roughly following the calendar year.   Sing, play instruments, enjoy the music, story and dance of 
others  ---it all meets the needs of the music curriculum to build on a life long love affair with the arts.

Three weeks of December lessons. 
Music & Words:  exploring seasonal music from other countries/cultures
Music & Dance:  creating and enjoying dance with seasonal music
Music & Story:  Ibsen's play "Peer Gynt" has flying reindeer, trolls and adventure
                              ---all of which make a good holiday telling and listening

C1.1song:  Twas In the Night(Canada 1800s)
      We Wish You a Happy Holiday

C3.2 identify music from different cultures/times

element focus:  mood

written work: illustrating early Canadian
                        carol

Focus/Conducting:  Listening Game

"Musicians need good imaginations and good 
hands, but the most important thing for a musician 
to have is ... (perhaps let children guess) good ears!  This 
is a listening game to tune your ears up.  P u t  
your hands on your head (leader puts hands on head), 

I usually make up a tune as I play 
this game with students, however, 
it works as well with the 
instructions spoken in a very quiet 
voice.

The juxtaposition of a verbal 
command to put hands on 
shoulders against a visual prompt 
to put hands on head, helps tune 
student attention to audio cues.  
And the game is fun.   Keep it slow 
and easy at the beginning.  As 
students improve, challenge them 
with speed and varying directions  
e.g.  "elbows on elbows"?  

MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

Put your hands on your knees (leader puts hands on knees), 

Put your hands on your shoulders (leader puts hands on head
and looks around at students, with a smile in the voice

and a twinkle in the eyes says)  Where are your shoulders?   
(Go on quickly.) 
Put your hands on your head ..."  etc. 

Using a gentle, quiet voice forces students to listen.  Once 
students are familiar with the game, its an excellent way to 
attract silence.



Variations on a Song:Variations on a Song:  We Wish You a Happy Holiday!

See original teaching notes in CanDo 2, November Lesson 12b, page 108.
In Can Do 3,  the  variation turns the song into a memory challenge/cumulative song,.

Place the holiday greetings on the pocket chart challenging students:  "What 
things do all of these holidays have in common/that is the same?"  
(decorations, good food, presents, parties, special music)

Peaceful Wesak

"Maybe you've heard the song from England that wishes people a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year?  We're going to take that 
song and make it into one the celebrates all these holidays, by 
zipping in these greetings.  Here's the music.  (Post the written music.  
Explain "good tidings" if needed.)  Let's try the first verse.  (Sing...  We 
wish you a Merry Christmas...)

"Which holiday shall we sing next?  (maybe alphabetical?)   Careful 
now, there's a twist, a variation now in this song.  When our singing 
gets to here (point on written music), then we sing the new greeting 
and Merry Christmas.   How many greetings do you think we'll be 
singing the third time through?  (3  --excellent thinking)   We are 
making this into a cumulative song  ---just like Old MacDonald, 
where every time its sung, it gets longer because earlier parts are 
added to it.

Ready to try all the way through?   (Decide first the complete order of 
greetings.)
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1.  We     wish  you a Mer-ry Christ -  mas, We    wish you a Mer-ry   Christ - mas, We
2.  We     wish you a  Hap-py Han-u- kah,  We ...
3.  We    wish you a Bright Di - wa -   li,      We...
4.  We    wish you a  Fes-tive  Eid--------,    We...

Verse

wish     you a    Mer-ry     Christ - mas      and  a      Hap  - py     New      Year!       Good

Chorus

Tid -  ings and(____________________)    and  a      Hap  - py     New      Year!

We Wish You a Happy Holiday
England, 16th Century

adapted LJ Clare
2010

Key G, first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,1,2,We...

Tid -    ings     we         bring,           to           you     and      your      friends,      Good

Merry Christmas

Happy Hanukah

Bright Diwali

Festive Eid

Good Tidings

Happy New Year

11

22

33

44

Festive Eid?



"When people move to new places, they usually take their holidays with them.  
Canadians know about many holidays because we have people who come from all 
around the world.  

Long before Canada was a country, when the first people from Europe came to 
explore and live here, they brought clothes, and food, and tools and weapons  ---but 
they also brought their ideas, their songs and their stories.   Sometimes the new 
people wanted to tell their stories to the aboriginal people who lived here.

Jean Brebeuf left his friends and family in France because he wanted to tell the 
aboriginal people about his religion and his special days.  But this was a long time 
ago, the aboriginal people  didn't have tv or the internet to show them what life was 
like in other places --no snow, deserts instead of forests.

Jean Brebeuf was a Christian.   He wanted to tell about how Jesus was born in a 
stable and how shepherds and kings came to see the new baby.  He knew that the 
aboriginal people would have a hard time imagining the story  --they didn't have 
stables or kings.   So, Jean Brebeuf changed some parts of the story of how Jesus was 
born to make it feel more real to the people who already lived in Canada.

Jean made the story into a song.  This is the very first Christmas song that was written 
in Canada.  Listen carefully for the words and ideas that you think Jean Brebeuf 
added to the story to make it part of Canada."

Play verses 1 and 2  only.

Gather the ideas that are signs of a native community in the 
story.  List them on chart paper or white board.

Listen again to the story-song.

Show the song-video for 'Twas in the Night.

Use the echo/rote-learning version of the song to teach the 
words and melody to students.    

Give students a copy of the song (later to be put in their music 
books) and ask them to sing with either the song-video or the 
sing-a-long music track.

Play Music

OR

Visual Arts & MusicVisual Arts & Music
"What ideas in this song could be part of a picture?"
List ideas on chart paper.
Give students the remainder of the music time to draw an illustration for the carol.   This 
project may be as simple as sketching something today, or extended into the next lessons 
to give time for a more elaborate drawing.   White crayon or chalk outline drawings, 
painted over with a dark blue water colour wash make effective visuals for the story.P
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New Song:New Song:    The Huron Carol/'Twas in the Moon

Check the library for a copy 
of Frances Tyrell’s book  

.   
Beautiful i l lustrations 
follow the words of the 
song.  If the book is not 
avai lable,  check out 

and project a few of the 
illustrations.

T h e  H u r o n  C a r o l

http://www.francestyrrell.
com/the-huron-carol.html 

New RepertoireNew Repertoire 'Twas in the Moon
We Wish You a Happy Holiday - cumulative



1. 'Twas    in   the moon of    win-ter-time  when  all    the birds had   fled,        That
2.  With - in     a lodge  of      bro-ken bark the    ten-der  babe was  found,        A
3.    O     child-ren of   the    for-est   free,  O      all    of   Man - i -    tou,         The

Gm Dm Gm

The Huron Carol
Canada 

circa 1640
Jean Brébeuf
English words
J.E. Middleton

1926

Key Gm,  first note D(low mi)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3, 'Twas...
chords

Migh-ty   Git - chi     Man -  i  -  tou  sent      an - gel  choirs   in  -  stead,           Be -
 rag-ged robe  of       rab - bit  skin     en-wrapp'd His beau - ty      round,         And
 ho - ly   child  of    earth and heav'n  is        born  for   you    to  -    day,          Come

Dm Gm

Je - sus our King is born,   Je - sus   is     born, In   ex - cel - sis  glo -  ri  -  a______.

chorus Dm DmGm Gm GmDm

Dm Gm F

fore their light the   stars grew dim, and  wand'ring  hun-ters    heard the   hymn____,
  as   the  hun-ter  braves drew nigh, the    an - gel song rang   loud  and   high_____,
kneel  be-fore the    ra - d'ant  Boy, who  brings you beau-ty,    peace and   joy______,

DmGm GmF

Chrétiens, prenez courage,
Jésus Sauveur est né!
Du malin les ouvrages
À jamais sont ruinés.

Quand il chante merveille,
À ces troublants appas
Ne prêtez plus l'oreille:

Jésus est né: In excelsis gloria!

Es-ten-nia-lon de tson-ou-e
Jesous a-ha-ton-hia,

On-naou-a-te-ou-a d'o-ki
N'on-ouan-da-skoua-en-tak;

En-non-chien skou-a-tri-ho-tat,
N'on-ou-an-di-lon-ra-cha-tha,

Jesous a-ha-ton-hia,
Jesous a-ha-ton-hi-a 

Jean Brebeuf, a Jesuit missionary wrote the Wendat words in 1642.   The melody is based on a 
traditional French folk song, "Une jeune Pucelle".   The English lyrics were written by Jesse Edgar 
Middleton in 1926.   Missionaries struggled to connect aboriginal people with biblical stories and 
often used the ideas from the stories couched in settings that would be more familiar to new 
hearers.

stable lodge of broken bark
swaddlings cloths robe of rabbit skin
kings chiefs from afar
shepherds hunters
gifts fox and beaver pelts
God Gitchi Manitou

Wendat French
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Focus:   participation, acceptance, review/relearn LLeessssoonn BB
DecemberDecember

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

Lesson A each week covers core material. Year 
goals are met by completingl Lesson A material. 

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.
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C1.1song:  African Noel
   and/or    Japanese Carol

C3.2 identify music from different cultures/times

element focus:  mood
              timbre  - world instruments

Focus/Conducting:  Listening Game

Review and Practise Song Review and Practise Song   'Twas In the Moon

                                                             Key Gm, first note D(low so), 4/8
                                                                     a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 'Twas...

1.  Vocal Warm-Up in the Key of Gm

2.  Sing the song once through with the sing-a-long version.

3.  Unaccompanied, sing the first verse once.

so

mi

re

do,

Key Gm

D

B

A

G

b

"Twas in the Moon of Wintertime ... was written in Canada a long 
time ago.  Who was it written for? (the aboriginal people)  Even though 
the song is about a story from the Middle East, there are ideas in it 
that are Canadian.  Here's a challenge:  Name 3 Canadian ideas in 
the song."

Continue through the “Timbre” section.

Timbre    Timbre    Culture and Instrumentation

"When the story about Christmas traveled to Canada, Canadian 
images and music were used to help tell the story.  Now, travel with the 
same story to a different country.  Listen to the music and try to imagine 
what country it is in now.”

"The music for this song('Twas in the Moon) was recorded using 
instruments that might have been played when it was written.   Open 
your ears, maybe close your eyes as you listen and think what 
instruments you hear."  (Play a bit of the music only recording.  Take ideas from 
students as to what they hear played.  Show the instrument cards.)

*use the music only recording
African NoelPlay Music

guitar -France

flute  -native Canadian
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“What musical instruments did you hear?  ...    “Where in the 
world do those instruments make you think about?  
country/continent.” 

“See if there are more clues in the words.   Ready to listen...”

marimba/wooden  Africa
drums

"Now the story is traveling again.   Open your listening ears for 
the instruments and part of the world this song comes from."

*use the music only recording
Japanese Carol

“What kind of instruments did you hear?  (stringed instruments, 
flute)   “Good listening.  But those instruments are played in 
many, many parts of the world.  Try listening to the words for 
clues about the country this song is from.

Play Music

Choose the song that you think "fits" your class re interest and learning ability, or invite the class to 
choose which song they would like to learn.   African Noel has fewer words but may be challenging re 
melody.  The other song may be taught later today, or at another time.

New Song New Song    African Noel OR Japanese Carol

 Options for enrichment

New RepertoireNew Repertoire  African Noel Japanese CarolOROR

Canada

Africa

Japan

koto/shamisen
  (stringed instruments)
shakuhachi
  (flute)

*use the music with vocals
African NoelPlay Music

“Noel”   --instead of singing the word “Christmas” these people 
sing “Noel”  --what language is that?  (French)   This song 
comes from a part of Africa where many people learned to 
speak French as well as their own languages

(option:  explore how the changing dynamics make it sound like the 
singers are coming closer, then moving away)

*use the music with vocals
Japanese CarolPlay Music

“Hmmm,  does anyone know what Koo-ree-soo-may-soo 
means?   (Japanese for Christmas)   In Japan there are many 
stringed instruments  (show images)  koto  or  shamisen.   And 
a wooden flute called the “shakuhachi” is played by blowing 
into its end.”



C1.2 apply elements while playing
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding of notation
C3.2 identify music from different cultures

Post the written music for African Noel.
Challenge students to find the lines that are the same.  (Note:  students will 
need to look at the staff lines to find the lines that are identical)  Use letters 
to indicate lines that are the same (see music page here).

"When musicians focus on looking for parts of music that are the 
same, what element are we/they exploring?"   (form)

"In England, people say Happy Christmas.  In Japan, people say 
Koo-ree-soo-mah-soo.  Canada has many languages, but two 
official ones because the first pioneers came mainly from England 
and France.   So in Canada, many people say either Merry 
Christmas or Joyeux Noel.  People from France also explored parts 
of Africa  --that's why this song has the word "Noel" for Christmas.   
Noel comes from the word meaning "news".   Sing the news ...  
chantes noel ... sing noel! 

"As you listen to the song, use your hand to go up and down with the 
pitch/melody.  If you use your eyes to watch the music while you are 
listening, it might help you to hear the pitch."

"How does watching the music help with hearing the pitch?"  (the 
notes go up and down with the pitch)

Play the sing-a-long version of African Noel.

On a glockenspiel, play the first line of the song.
Ask students to sing and move their hands as if they were playing, as 
you play the line again.   Invite a student to play the line as the class 
sings it again.  (Students are learning/practising the melody as they are 
learning to play the instrument.)

Using another instrument, play the second line, section B.   Ask how it is 
different from section A.  (The notes are higher.  It starts on a G.)  

Student plays the first line while the class sings it.
Teacher plays the second line while the class moves their hand with the 
pitch.    Repeat the last two steps adding singing to the second line.

Place the instrument 
with the higher notes 
at the top.  Now 
playing it will be the 
same as moving a 
hand up or down 
with the melody.   As 
long as the first note 
played is correct, the 
rest of the notes for 
sections A and B, 
simply move up and 
then down one at a 
time.

C
D

E
F

first note in the
 song is E

F
E
D
C

A Section

G
E

F
A

first note 
in B section
is G

A
G
F
E

B Section

Explore the written music further with students.   Draw attention to the 
dynamics that are marked.   Remind students what the Èrepeat signsÈ 
indicate.   Students not playing an instrument, use body percussion (claps) 
on every quarter-rest.

Sing the whole song with instruments and voices.   The recorded tracks are 
in the same Key as the written music.
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New Song:New Song:    African Noel

element focus:   form   ABCBA
                           pitch,  dynamics

Play Music



Sing we all  No  -  el!      (clap)      Sing we   all  No  -   el!    (clap)

African Noel
Key C, first note E, count-in: 1,2,1,2,Sing...
arr: ljc 2010

Sing No-el!     Sing No -el!     No-el No-el_________.

Sing  No-el!      Sing No -el!         No-el  No - el_______.

Sing No-el!    Sing No -el!      No-el  No-el_________.

Sing  No-el!       Sing No -el!        No-el  No - el________.

first note is E

first note is G

first note is high C

first note is G

first note is E

C D E F

GE F A

G
CA

C D E F

GE F A

C D E F

E F G A

G A  C

E F G A

C D E F

Africa
folk melody

holiday song

In Section C, the repeat may be sung a third above the written notes.

Divide the class into two groups.  Group 1 sings Section A.  Group 2 
sings Section B.  Both groups sing Section C.   Practice this several 
times.   Now instruct Group 1 to sing their part again when Group 2 
begins singing.  Instant harmony!

Variations for Voices

Variations for Instruments or VoicesP
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C1.2 apply elements while playing
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding of notation
C3.2 identify music from different cultures

Post the written music for Japanese Carol.
Challenge students to find the lines that are the same.   Use letters to 
indicate lines that are the same (see next page here for music).

"When musicians focus on looking for parts of music that are the 
same, what element are we/they exploring?"   (form)

“Canada has many languages, but two official ones because the 
first pioneers came mainly from England and France.   So in 
Canada, many people say either Merry Christmas or Joyeux Noel. 
In Japan, people say Koo-ree-soo-mah-soo.  Listen again, then 
you try it:  Koo-ree-soo-mah-soo.  (students echo)

Holding a glockenspiel, point out “Do” and “So” while saying,  “This song 
is accompanied by playing “do and so” at the same time, on the first 
beat of every bar.   What is special about the first beat of every bar?  
(a little bit longer and a little bit stronger)   Yes!   Good remembering.   
This time while the recording plays, everyone pretend play a 
glockenspiel and sing only on the word  “Koo-ree-soo-may-soo.”

Teach the melody by rote  --either use your own voice, or the recorded rote 
learning track.
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New Song:New Song:    Japanese Carol

element focus:   form   AABA
                           beat, rhythm

1.     Teacher:                  ONE    2     3     4
2.     Glockenspirels          A/E     x     x      x    ....
3.     Singers                   Lone  - ly   child- ren ...

Count: 1   2   3   4  
Pat Knee: X        X        X       X

 1   2   3   4 

A       A       A      A
E        E       E      E

two mallets
played togthr

Do + So  =  Drone
               =  Bordun

E G A B
D E

V V
In music,
a drone is
 Do + So
played together.
(often heard on
bagpipes)

“Well done.”    Choose students to play the drone on glockenspiels.  If 
only one glockenspiel is  available,  add a few students on hand drums.

Play the recording, students singing only on  “Koo-ree-soo-may-soo”.
(every time they listen, makes learning to sing the melody easier)

Sing the song without the recording, accompanied by students on 
glockenspiels and hand drums.   Encourage students to sing lightly.

E      A     G      E        E/B

Koo- ree -  soo - mah  -  soo

Add an ostinato based on the melody and rhythm for the 
singing of  “Koo-ree-soo-mah-soo.”  The most challenging 
part of this ostinato is holding on to the last two notes for four 
beats, but by now the pattern will be embedded by the 
repeated singing.

Option



Japanese  Carol
Japan

words S. Ojima trans: K. Hansen
music: traditional    arr:  LJ Clare

Low-ly   shep-herds   of    Ju  -   de  -   a,      on     a     win-ter's  night,
Wise ones seek-ing    Je - sus'   man -ger      trav-elled from  a   -   far,
Hap-py  child-ren     sing-ing     car - ols        to   the     Ho - ly       Boy,

Heard  a    sound of      an - gel    voic - ces      saw   a   won-drous     light.
Soon their hearts were filled with glad-ness       led  there  by   the       star.
Round the world   at    Christ-mas join    us       with their songs of        joy.

chorus

Come,  child-ren       car - ol    mer - ry        Koo - ree - soo - mah - soo.

Let   us    all    be       ve - ry      mer - ry      Koo - ree - soo - mah - soo.

1.

2.

3.

do    fa      mi    do        so                     do     fa     mi    do        do

Key Em,  first note E(do)
a capella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Low-ly...

The origins of this song are unknown.   It is thought that S. Ojima was an early Japanese  convert to 
Christianity.  The Oriental sound is from the use of a pentatonic scale in a minor Key (pentatonic = 5 
notes   i.e.   do mi fa so ti do in a minor key)   If you remove the F and C bars, any choice of tone to 
accompany the song with be harmonious. This makes it a good learning song for students to compose 
their own ostinatos. 

do    do   mi    fa      so     so     fa     mi        do   mi    fa     mi       fa

do     do   mi    fa        so     so    fa     mi        do   fa     mi     do      do

ti           ti      ti         do     do    ti      so       mi     so     fa     mi      fa

do     do   mi    fa       so     so    fa     mi       do    fa     mi     do       do

Variations adding an Ostinato

E G A B
D E

_  _   _ _  _

_   _   x   _

 _ _ _  _   x

_  _ _   _

Ostinatos are repeated patterns that accompany a song.

Read the rhythm flashcards with students.  The 
class chooses one to be the ostinato for this song.   
Half the class claps and thinks the rhythm names 
while the other half of the class sings the first verse.  
Reverse.  If you do not have another 

glockenspiel,  put the 
ostinato on shakers.Choose a student’s to play the ostinato.  Let them 

experiment for a minute on the glockenspiel to find 
a pattern of notes to play on the rhythm.   Sing the 
song with all instruments and voices.
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E      A     G      E        E/B



Note:  if students are having difficulty with this, 
try saying the word and clapping it, before 
asking students to show the rhythm count.    

Review the strategy for counting rhythm.  Say 
the word with "magic lips"  e.g. no sound, 
separating out the syllables and raising a 
finger each time a syllable is mouthed.  The 
rhythm count is the same as the number of 
fingers raised!   Note:  students do not need to 
understand syllables to hear them in words.

beaver pelts(3)
peace(1)
aboriginal(5)
winter time(3)
moon(1)
hunter braves(3)
ragged robe(3)
stars(1)

rad'ant boy(3)
angel(2)
loud(1)
kneel(1)
Gitchi Manitou(5)
lodge(1)
broken bark(3)
joy(1)
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C1.1song:  Jingle Bells
C1.2 apply music elements while moving
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  beat, rhythm and form

MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Body:  Be My Mirror

2

1
"Imagine you are now my mirror.   When I move my 
hand (slowly move one hand up) what does my mirror 
do.   Yes!"   (Stop moving the hand until more students catch 
on.  If a student is using the "wrong" hand, I have found simply 
coming up closer to the student so that we are face to face helps 
them figure out which hand to raise.)

Continue having students mirror your one hand moving 
until it is smooth, then introduce the other hand.   Have 
fun with it  --hand under armpit?   scratch your nose?

Literacy:  Numbering Staff Lines/Spaces

1

2

3

4

5
lines

spaces

1

2

3

4

Practice and Review  Practice and Review  Rhythm Counting

Mirroring is a helpful aid when 
teaching dance steps.   It also works 
well when modeling cross-over 
patterns on the glockenspiel or 
xylophone.

Do a quick review of musical staff 
line and space numbers.  Point to 
one of your fingers as shown  --ask 
students to show with their fingers 
the number corresponding to the 
line or space.
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Dance Step Basics   

Dancing involves the whole body in moving to a beat or rhythm.  It's one of the kinds 
of learning that helps make physical connections between the right and left brain.   

The simplest way to teach dance steps is to have students stand in front of you and "mirror" what 
you are doing (like an action "echo").  Say,  "Be my mirror."   Move one hand slowly up and 
around a bit.   If you are using your left hand, students should be using their right hands.  
Continue till all students are using the correct hand, then add the other hand.   When that it 
going smoothly, pull both hands together as if playing a keyboard and take one step sideways.  
Continue changes until students are mirroring fairly smoothly.  (With adults, the dance teacher 
turns their back to students and has them copy  ---maybe not such a good idea in Grade One?)

Be My MirrorBe My Mirror

1 walk (forward)
2 walk
3 walk
4 clap

2nd 1 step back
2nd 2 step back
2nd 3 step back
2nd 4 clap

1 tap toe twice
2 feet together
3 tap other toe twice
4 feet together

1 step to the side
2 feet together
3 step return
4 feet together

1 step to the side
2 feet together
3 step to the side
4 hop

2nd 1 step to the other side
2nd 2 feet together
2nd 3 step to the side
2nd 4 hop

"Walk 'n Clap" "Two Taps, Together"

"Side, Together, Back, Together"

"Side, Together, Side, Hop"

2x

2x

Sometimes dance is free and spontaneous.   Sometimes its planned.   These ideas are for planned 
dances, and it’s easy.   Just teach one step at a time, literally.

Planned “folk” dances are like making music with the rest of the body.   There’s a beat, and it goes 
on relentlessly.   The steps are done to the beat.

Begin by trying each step as you say the words.   Then think a count-in of:  1,  2,  ready,  dance,  
and do the step to that steady count-in beat.   Practice each step until it feels simple.   Also practice 
changing steps without pausing between  (remember that beat --it keeps on going).

Teaching Tips
*post large copies of the dance steps where you can see them while teaching
*instead of saying “right-left”, name your classroom walls  e.g. sink, clock, door, phone
*everyone says the words while learning the steps



1.  Vocal Warm-Up in the Key of Gm

2.  Sing the song once through with the sing-a-long version.

3.  Unaccompanied, sing the first verse once.

CanDo2 invited students to "trot" with the bob-tailed nag in this familiar song.  Now it's time for 
students to invent their own line dance and learn to sing the lesser-known verses 2 and 3 that tell 
the rest of the story!

Warm-Up for Moving  Stretches

Simple Step Ideas

"Holidays are a good time for dancing.  Sometimes 
its a swirling dance like the waltz in 3/4 time.  
Sometimes it's something more energetic.  Today 
we're going to make up a dance to music that is in 
4/4 time.  That means thinking   ONE  2  3  4;  and 
hearing  ONE  2  3  4  in the music."

Use the mirroring technique to teach each of the four 
basic steps to the class.   Saying the "Name Words" 
identifies the step and gives instructions at the same time.

After all 4 steps have been learned, turn them into a 
game.   Call out a name, give a count-in:  ONE 2 ready 
dance.  Use a drum to keep the beat as students try to do 
the step.  When the drum stops, students stop and a new 
step is called out, etc.

Note:  Even though it is often associated with December holidays, there is nothing in this song to suggest that 
it is anything but time to enjoy winter.

Step Game
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Music & Movement/Dance  Music & Movement/Dance  Jingle Bells

Practice Song:Practice Song:    The Huron Carol
Key Gm, first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,'Twas...

so

mi

re

do,

Key Gm

D

B

A

G

b

Side,             Together,     Back,         Together

Side,             Together,       Side,          Hop

2x 2x
Two Taps, Together,   Two Taps,    Together

Walk,         Walk,             Walk  'n      Clap

1 &      2 &        3 &      4 &

During one of the years that many  Vietnamese “boat people” came to Canada, I was 
teaching at a Toronto inner city school.  Many families in the neighbourhood rented rooms 
to newcomers.  Through November that year our school welcomed bewildered new 
children.  Language, snow and culture change seemed to daunt most of the newcomers 
until we got to mid-December.  We sang “Jingle Bells.”  The “newest Canadians” smiled 
openly and sang in English!  They had learned it from American soldiers.  

“Without saying a word, stand up!   I’m going to 
count  “ONE 2 3 4”  --everytime there is a ONE, 
stamp the foot closest to the (pick a thing in the 
classroom) clock.  When my voice stops, so does the 
stamping.”

Repeat this several times with different tempos.

Moving to 4/4 Music



Choreographing the Dance

(Jingle some bells.)  Any guesses as to what music we're going to 
dance with?  Of course!  "Listen for the  ONE 2 3 4 in Jingle Bells 
and stamp on the ONEs.”   

Play Music Jingle Bells 

"Excellent work.  Gather students together, sitting on the mat.  Post the 
written words for Jingle Bells.

open sleigh
1 horse open sleigh
o'er the fields
bob-tail
bells on bob-tail
bob-tail nag
lean and lank
misfortune
drifted bank
up sot
hitch him

Who is singing this story?
Is this a new song or an old song?  
           How can you tell?
Who is Fanny Bright?

"Form in music is when musicians look for parts that repeat.   
Choreographers (people who make up dances) do the same thing.   
If part of the music repeats, then the choreographers sometimes 
ask the dancers to repeat the same steps for that part of the music.   
Look at the music.  What is the form of this song?" 

chorus
verse
chorus
verse
chorus
verse
chorus

A
B
A
B
A
B
A

The form is called 
chorus-verse.  The 
words and music repeat 
in the chorus.  The 
words change in the 
verses, but the music 
remains the same.

Just a little time left?
Take suggestions while students 
are sitting on the mat for a verse..  
Put the names of the steps beside 
each line.  Try out the steps singing 
the verses.

With the students, go through the chorus line by line deciding what steps 
or movements to use.  Encourage students to add their own ”extras” to 
the basic steps.  Try the chorus steps with students singing.  (easier than 
doing the steps up to the speed of the recorded music).  Ask for revisions.  
Practice the steps again.

More time left to use?
Divide students into 4 groups.   Give time for the groups 
to work out dance steps for a verse.   Let the groups 
demonstrate their steps while the rest of the class 
singing the verse.   Now put the song together.  Each 
group does their steps during one of the versess.  
Everyone sings the words and dances in the chorus.
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Play Music Jingle Bells  1 verse and chorus 

Feeling the Beat in Chosen Dance Music

Chorus:    dance steps
Verse:      sing words

Dance and Sing

Play Music Jingle Bells 

OptionalOptional

OROR Finish music time enjoying some of the seasonal videosongs from CanDo 1 and CanDo 2.

e.g.  O Christmas Tree

Teach one of the songs not used from last week ...   African Noel   or   Japancese CarolOROR



Jingle Bells

Dash-ing thru the  snow  in   a       1 horse  o-pen sleigh O'er the fields we go    laughing all the    way,

  Bells on  bob-tail ring,   mak-ing spir-its bright what   fun it is to laugh & sing a sleigh-ing song to-night OH!

Jingle Bells Jingle Bells    Jingle  all the way.    O what fun it is to ride in a  1 horse open sleigh, Hey!

Jingle Bells  Jingle Bells      Jingle    all the  way.     Oh what fun it is to ride in a      1 horse o-pen sleigh.

Key G, first note low D
a cappella  count-in: 1,2,3,4,Dashing...
 Allegro

 James Pierpont
United States

folksong  circa 1860s

A day or two ago,
I thought I’d take a ride,
And soon Miss Fanny Bright
Was seated by my side;
the horse was lean and lank
Misfortune seemed his lot
He got into a drifted bank,
And we, we got up sot.

2. Now the ground is white
go to it while you’re young
Take the girls tonight
and sing this sleighing song
Just get a bob-tailed bay
Two-forty as his speed
Hitch him to an open sleigh
And crack! you’ll take the lead.

3.

In 1898, "Jingle Bells" was recorded on an Edison 
cylinder  --one of the first ways humans had to 
record sound.  In 1943, Bing Crosby and the 
Andrews Sisters made a recording that reached 
No. 19 on the charts and sold over a million 
copies.  In 1965, Gemini 6 astronauts, Tom 
Stafford and Wally Schirra smuggled a tiny 
harmonica and sleigh bells to help in making 
"Jingle Bells" the first song ever broadcast live from 
space.   Wouldn't James Pierpont, who wrote the 

glockenspiel
D    G   D'  G

chorus

verse

G
D

D

D     G     D'
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New RepertoireNew Repertoire Jingle Bells 
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C1.1song: Deck the Halls
C1.2 apply music elements while moving
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  beat, rhythm and form

written work:  rhythm counting
           matching rhythms with words

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1 Body   Be My Mirror

Practice Song            African Noel              OR             Japanese Carol

1.   Solfa Warm-Up

2.   Sing with the sing-a-long recording.

3.   Sing unaccompanied.

Key Em, first note E(d0)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Low-ly...

Key C, first note E(mi)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,1,2,Sing...

so

mi

re

do,

Key C

G

E 

D

C

so

mi

re

do,

Key Em

B

G

F

E

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

Choreograph a dance for Deck the Halls 
        *see information following

Written work:  Rhythm Counting and Matching
       *word set    'holiday decorations'   
           new work page for CanDo 3

Choreograph the rest of Jingle Bells
       *continue work begun in Lesson 14A

Written Work:  Rhythm Counting
        *pages from CanDo 1 and 2

PocketChart Composing
       *word set  'holiday lights'   
          from CanDo 2

OR Deck the Halls rondo
 from CanDo2

Even though it may at times feel like 
the winter holiday season is forever 
(especially since stores start in 
October), it's a short, compact time 
for curriculum.  Relook at ideas from 
Music lessons in Grades 1 and 2.  
Re-doing seasonal act ivi t ies 
provides re-enforcement for 
concepts and enjoyment.

DD

AA

BB

CC

EE
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ChoreographChoreograph a dance for Deck the Halls 
        *use the choreographing pattern from Lesson 14A

1.  practice a few dance steps
2.  establish the beat pattern of dancing music by practicing steps to the music
3.  look at the form of the song
4.  try out movements and steps
5.  revisions
6.  practice to recorded music

AA

Moving with Music Reviewing Dance Steps

Side,             Together,     Back,         Together

Side,             Together,       Side,          Hop

2x 2x
Two Taps, Together,   Two Taps,    Together

Walk,         Walk,             Walk  'n      Clap

1 &      2 &        3 &      4 &

I find it helps me, as much as the students, to place reminders for 
the dance steps on the pocket chart while reviewing or creating 
dance phrases.   

Review the 4 basic dance step patterns.
Always give a count-in to set the beat

*say the words and demonstrate
*students say the words while teacher models
*students and teacher say the words and move
*students say the words and move
*students move

Give a count-in then do each step pattern twice, 
move on to the next pattern and so on.

Play the Step Game. (see Lesson 14A)

Note:   “Deck the Halls” doesn’t  have a chorus.
But it does have repeated words/music in each verse.

Deck the halls with boughs of holly
Fa, la la la la,  la la la la

‘Tis the season to be jolly

Don we now our gay apparel
Fa la la, la la la, la la la

Troll the ancient Yuletide carol

Fa, la la la la,  la la la la

Fa, la la la la,  la la la la

A

B

A

A

C

D

C

C

Although the music changes in the “D” part,  all of the “Fa la la’s” are sung in 
two bars of music.  To simplify the dance,  use the same steps for all the “Fa la 
la” parts.

ChoreographChoreograph the rest of Jingle Bells
       *continue work begun in Lesson 14A

BB



boughs of holly                   –    evergreens were used as decoration
                                                   adding colour and scent to winter festivities
Yule                                   –     old English reference to Christmas time
                                                    the evening festivities would last as long as
                                                    a huge log(Yule log) burned,
                                                    the bigger the log, the better the party
merry measure                   –     following in the dance steps

The music is from 17th Century Wales where it was played as a dance tune.  All “carols” were originally dance 
music.  Later, in England, words were added.  The “Fa-la-la’s” were probably originally played by harp. Most of the 
references are to a New Year’s celebration.   Although the words are dated, they capture the culture of the time.  
Singing words and melodies from different eras builds a rich repertoire.  

Deck the Halls
Key F, first note C(so), count-in: 1,2,3,4,Deck...

melody: Wales
words: England

carol

Deck   the halls with  boughs of  hol - ly,      Fa, la, la, la, la,    la,      la,    la,    la.
See     the blaz-ing    Yule   be- fore  us,
Fast     a-way   the      old   year  pass-es,

‘Tis   the  sea-son       to     be    jol  - ly,        Fa, la, la, la, la,       la,    la,    la,    la.
Strike the harp and     join  the  cho-rus,
Hail    the new, ye      lads and    lass-es,

Don    we  now  our    gay    ap-par -  el,     Fa,  la, la,   la, la, la,       la,    la,    la.
Fol -  low  me   in       mer - ry   meas-ure,
Sing   we  joy - ous     all      to-geth - er,

Troll the an-cient     Yule-tide   car - ol,        Fa, la, la, la, la,     la,     la,    la,   la.
While I   tell    of     Yule-tide treas-ure,
Heed-less of the      wind and  weath - er

first dance pattern here  -----------------------------   change to "Fa la la" pattern -------------------

first dance pattern here  -----------------------------   change to "Fa la la" pattern -------------------

first dance pattern here  -----------------------------     change to "Fa la la" pattern -------------------

different dance pattern here  ------------------------either repeat "Fa la la" pattern  or vary it somehow
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PocketChart ComposingPocketChart Composing
       *word set  'holiday lights'   
          from CanDo 2

OR Deck the Halls rondo
 from CanDo2

CC
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 Deck the Halls Rondo
Key F, first note C(so),  
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,Deck...

A

B

A

Deck the halls with boughs of  hol-ly,  Fa, la, la, la, la,  la,    la,  la,   la.

‘Tis  the sea-son     to    be  jol  - ly,   Fa, la, la, la, la,    la,   la,   la,   la.

Deck the halls with boughs of  hol-ly,  Fa, la, la, la, la,  la,    la,  la,   la.

‘Tis  the sea-son     to    be  jol  - ly,   Fa, la, la, la, la,    la,   la,   la,   la.

By now your students are experienced pocket chart composers.  Place 8 hearts on the pocket 
chart  (”B” shown below) 
and the decoration cards to one side for selection.
 

1. fill the hearts with decorations

2. read/clap the rythm symbols

3. read/clap the decoration words

If students are not familiar with "Deck the Halls" teach the first two lines.   The melody repeats 
making it simple to learn.  If extra "fa-la-la's" keep popping in try having students count them off on the 
tips of their fingers as they sing using both hands.  It's fun, you may want to try it even if it isn't needed.

Now put the rondo together as shown.  The spoken decoration words follow immediately after 
the singing.   The second singing of "Deck the Halls" begins immediately after the last 
decoration word.

If there's time, change the decoration words for a new variation of the rondo.

11

22

33

44

c. Clare 2010  dreidels

c. Clare 2010  

Christmas tree

c. Clare 2010  stars

c. Clare 2010  
candy canes

c. Clare 2010  bells

dove

tinsel

bell

holly

c. Clare 2010  

garlands

c. Clare 2010  

streamers

c. Clare 2010  

decorations

candles

c. Clare 2010  

lanterns

lights

c. ljc 2010  

diyas
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Hanukah remembers a time when Israel was an 
occupied country.  After many years, they fought 
off the people who invaded and retook the 
capital city of Jerusalem.  In the temple was a 
special lamp that was always kept lit as a sign of 
God's presence.   The people only had enough oil 
to keep it burning for one day.  The nearest place 
to get more of the oil need was a week's journey.  
The people decided to light the lamp.   It burned 
for 8 days and nights until the new oil arrived.  So 
each night of Hanukah, an additional candle is lit 
on the Menorah to celebrate the miracle of light.  
Some Menorahs have nine candles  --the ninth is 
used to light each of the others.

Diwali is a marking of the changing seasons into a 
new year.   Everywhere in India, 1000s of small clay 
oil lamps (about the size of your palm) are made so 
that people can decorate their homes and 
neighbourhoods with light. Homes and buildings 
now use electric strings of lights.  These are hung 
vertically to span the building.   People clean their 
homes and buy new clothes to wear on Diwali.

An Advent wreath has four candles around the 
outside (one for each of the four weeks leading 
up to Christmas), and one candle in the middle 
for Christmas Eve.  Since this festival originated 
in a part of the world where the solstice is close to 
Christmas, the darkening world outside is broken 
by the growing light on the wreath.
The Christmas story tells of shepherds and 
magi(sages) following the sign of a bright star to 
where Jesus (hoped to be the saviour prophesied) 
was born.

Ramadan is a month long time of meditation, 
fasting and good deeds.  The end of Ramadan is 
marked by the day of Eid  --it's timing is set by the 
coming of the new crescent moon.   The light of the 
crescent moon tells people that the fasting days are 
over, time to feast.  As Muslims use a special 
calendar to set the days for their festivals, Ramadan 
occurs at varying times in our seasons.

Chinese New Year has become a festival enjoyed by 
people all around the world.   Ruled by the lunar 
calendar, the festival often comes in the middle of a 
dark January.   Customs include fireworks and 
paper lanterns purchased specially for the evening 
and lit by candles.  Every culture celebrates a new 
year at some time in the seasonal cycle.   

Diwali

Ramadan & Eid

Christmas

New Year

Hanukah
c. ljc 2010  

diyas

c. Clare 2010  

crescent moon

c. Clare 2010  

lanterns

c. Clare 2010  fireworks c. Clare 2010  

c. Clare 2010  
menorah

c. Clare 2010  

candle

lights

star

c. Clare 2010  

candle

Holidays with Light

Wesak
Wesak is the celebration of the Buddha's birth.  

ost Buddhist's 
celebrate this on the first full moon of May, in India 
named "Wesak".  This is a time to remember 
Buddha's path to enlightment and consider one's 
own life journey.  Water is poured over statues of 
Buddha to symbolize the washing away of all that is 
extraneous and purifying oneself.  Candles or 
lanterns may be lit as a sign of enlightenment.  The 
8-fold path of righteousness is remembered 
(understanding, thought, speech, action, 
livelihood, effort, mindfulness, contemplation).  
Food is brought to the temple as an offering and to 
share with those who need.

 
The date of celebration varies, but m

(Just a few of the many.)

"All around the world people celebrate special days.  Everywhere that people live, at least one of 
their special days will have something to do with light.   Can you think of a reason people celebrate 
with special lights?"   (Give students some time to think and offer possibilities.   Assure them that there is no 
right or wrong answer to this question.   If you live in an area with power failures, you could talk about what it 
feels like when there is no light.  Remind students that everywhere in the world, people can see one sun and 
one moon  --light!   Most people celebrate their birthdays with candles on a cake.  Even tv shows like "Survivor" 
recognize the important symbolism of lighted torches  --life.)



Word Set  “Decorate the Holidays
Word Set; “Light Up the Holidays”(gr.1)

Words that begin with the emphasis on the second 
syllable usually begin before the first beat in a bar of 
music.
In "menorah," the rhythm pattern is "ti ta ti," a 
syncopated pattern.  Since this pattern is taught in 
Grade Four, the word "candles" is offered for 
Hanukah.   If you choose to use the word "menorah," 
try to keep to saying it the way it's usually heard  i.e. 
meNORah.

c. Clare 2010  
menorah
ti     ta   ti

ti-ti  =  2  eighth notes
ti     =  1  eighth note

The leading note into the next bar
is called an "anacrusis."
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c. Clare 2010  

crescent moon

c. Clare 2010  fireworks c. Clare 2010  

c. ljc 2010  

diyas
c. Clare 2010  

lanterns
c. Clare 2010  

candle

lightsstar c. ljc 2010  joy

bright

lovepeace

hope

c. Clare 2010  

lantern

night

twinkling 
c. ljc 2010  

in the night
c. ljc 2010  

shining in the 
c. ljc 2010  

night
c. ljc 2010  

shining bright
c. ljc 2010  

c. Clare 2010  

bright stars

candles

Light Up the Holidays
Word Set

Song Files:   Light the World
                    In the Window
                    Holiday Lights

Hanukah(Jewish)

gr.2 Dreidel, Dreidel, Dreidel
gr.2ex  In the Window

Christmas(Christian sacred)

gr.1ex   Mary and Joseph(West Indian)

gr.1 ex   The Friendly Beasts(England)

gr.2       O Christmas Tree(Germany)

gr.3ex    African Noel(Liberia)

gr.3ex    Japanese Carol(Japan)

gr.3       'Twas In the Moon(Canada)

Christmas(secular)

gr.1 Santa Has 10 Toys
gr.1 Up On the Housetop 
gr.2 Jolly Old St. Nicholas
gr.2 Nutcracker

Holi(Hindu)

gr.2  Holi Holi Holi

Mother's Day(Islam)

gr.2  Who Shall I Be Kind To?

Winter/Secular
gr. 2 Jingle Bells(dance)
gr. 3 Jingle Bells(story)

Multi-Holiday
gr.1 Light the World
gr.1 Holidays Lights
gr.2 Deck the Halls
gr.2 We Wish You
gr.3 We Wish You Cumulative

New Year
gr.2 Gung Hay Fat Choy
gr.3 Auld Lang Syne

Holiday Music
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Written work:Written work:  Rhythm Counting and Matching
       *word set    'holiday decorations'   
           

DD

I can do music in Lesson  14 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
 2
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Ask me to read the names
and tell you about my favourite decoration.

candle

lanterns

fireworks

star

diyas

lights

candles

Find my name and print it underneath me.

holiday

candy canes

Christmas tree

dreidel

bell

I can do music in Lesson  14 .  My name is _________________________________
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Tell me the name of a holiday decoration,
and ask me its rhythm count (the number of claps it has).

Rhythm Count How many claps in each flashcard?
Circle the number of claps.

c. Clare 2010  

bright stars

c. Clare 2010  fireworks c. Clare 2010  

candles

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

c. Clare 2010  

candle

star

c. ljc 2010  

diyas

c. Clare 2010  

lanterns

lights

c. Clare 2010  

decorations

c. Clare 2010  dreidels

dove

bell

holly

bells

c. Clare 2010  stars

c. Clare 2010  

Christmas tree

candy canes
c. Clare 2010  

tinsel

Decoration
Vocabulary

Rhythm
and Beat
Counting

Review and Practise   Rhythm Counting and Matching

Rhythm Counting
*say the word/phrase
*students show the rhythm count with their fingers

Rhythm Matching
*ask which set of rhythm cards on the pocket chart 
could show the rhythm just counted

Alternatives are acceptable as 
long as the number of vertical 
lines match the number of 
claps.

e.g.  
3 claps = ti-ti ta
3 claps = ta ta ta
3 claps = ta ti-ti

open sleigh
1 horse open sleigh
o'er the fields
bob-tail
bells on bob-tail
bob-tail nag
lean and lank
misfortune
drifted bank
up sot
hitch him

ti-ti ta
ta ta ti-ti ta
ti-ti ta
ta ta
ti-ti ti-ti
ti-ti ta
ti-ti ta
ta ti-ti
ti-ti ta
ta ta
ta ta

Set up the pocket chart as shown below.

New RepertoireNew Repertoire
Deck the Halls
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Tell me the name of a holiday decoration,
and ask me its rhythm count (the number of claps it has).

Rhythm Count How many claps in each flashcard?
Circle the number of claps.

c. Clare 2010  

bright stars

c. Clare 2010  fireworks c. Clare 2010  

candles

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

1       2       3       4       5

c. Clare 2010  

candle

star

c. ljc 2010  

diyas

c. Clare 2010  

lanterns

lights

c. Clare 2010  

decorations

c. Clare 2010  dreidels

dove

bell

holly

bells

c. Clare 2010  stars

c. Clare 2010  

Christmas tree

candy canes
c. Clare 2010  

tinsel
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